Abstract

Foreign bodies in the maxillary sinus are not unusual findings. Many cases have been reported so far with foreign bodies like tooth, dental amalgam, chopstick, matchstick, gutta-percha point, etc. This paper reports a case of bullet injury with a lodged bullet in maxillary sinus and was retrieved by Caldwell-Luc approach with no intraoperative and postoperative complications.
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Introduction

Most of foreign bodies of maxilla are iatrogenic in nature and most commonly follow dental procedures. Only few cases of non-dental paranasal sinus foreign body have been reported in the literature. External trauma accounts for another important cause. Management of foreign bodies lodged in orbit ad paranasal sinuses varies according to their size, shape, composition, location and wound of entry.

Foreign body in the maxillary antrum may present as an acute phenomenon or may remain silent for years. Some patients present with swelling in the cheek, nasal discharge, nasal regurgitation due to oroantral fistula, etc. to name a few. Computerized tomographic scan aids in diagnosis and should be done in all suspected cases apart from routine radiographic investigations. Some of them masquerade as a neoplastic lesion even. Retrieval of the foreign body is done by either Caldwell-Luc method or minimally invasive endoscopic assisted surgery, both having their own merits and demerits.

Case report

A 28-year-old male presented to our emergency with a history of bullet injury. On examination, his vitals were within normal limits. Local examination showed a lacerated wound over and above the left side of the lip. The wound measured approximately 3 cm in its longest dimensions and had irregular margins. It was a deep wound and on palpation blood clots were found within the wound and broken fragments of anterior wall of maxilla could be felt through it. There was mild swelling of the left cheek. Nose examination was normal and vision was within normal limits.

An X-ray nose and paranasal sinuses was done. It showed an irregular elongated radiopaque foreign body in left maxillary sinus (Fig. 1A). The relation of the foreign body with the surrounding structures was seen by getting a computed tomography (Fig. 1B).

Patient was taken up for exploration under general anesthesia. As there was a lacerated wound over the region of canine fossa, Caldwell-Luc approach was used to expose the maxillary sinus. Anterior wall of sinus was fractured and fractured fragments were removed to expose the sinus. Foreign body was visualized lying in the sinus. It was impacted laterally into the lateral maxillary wall. The bullet was carefully disimpacted from the surrounding tissues and was removed. Two small pellets were also present on the floor of the sinus which were removed as well. A betaadine roller gauge was kept in the sinus and was brought out of the intraoral defect laterally, suturing the medial part of the wound. The entry wound over the lip was closed after through irrigation of the sinus and achieving hemostasis. Pack was removed on postoperative day 1 and repeat X-ray PNS was done (Fig. 2). No foreign body was seen. Patient was discharged on oral antibiotics.

Discussion

Out of all foreign bodies in the paranasal sinuses, about 505 to 75%7 are found in the maxillary sinuses. There
are many instances where tooth, dental amalgams, matchsticks, needles, pellets, etc. have been discovered. Some foreign bodies even remain unnoticed for years.8,9 Unusual foreign body like a bunch of hair, following a gunshot injury was also reported in literature.2 Patients may have different signs and symptoms or they may remain completely asymptomatic. They may present with cheek swelling, headache, nasal discharge, stuffiness, oroantral fistula or headache. A foreign body may appear to be in different positions inside the sinus. Foreign bodies may initiate inflammation in the antrum involved and can be a nidus for calcification too. It has been suggested that foreign bodies produce chronic physical and chemical irritation of the mucosa. Killey and Kay10 noted that although sinusitis was a common occurrence after entry of a foreign body into the antrum, the onset of change in the antral lining may be delayed for months or even years leading to a degree of ciliary insufficiency and secondary infection.

A routine radiographic investigation points to the diagnosis. When there is no distinction evident in a tomographic scan, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) can be done or an antroscopy may be performed to confirm a diagnosis.

The removal of the foreign body from the maxillary sinus depends on the size and site of foreign body. For small and medially placed foreign bodies, the most common technique is endoscopic sinonasal surgery allowing the removal via a wide endonasal meatotomy11. When extraction is not possible by the endonasal approach, it can be conducted through an external approach by oral antrostomy or a combined approach of endonasal meatotomy and oral antrostomy.12 The Caldwell-Luc approach was the gold standard for the access to maxillary sinus for removal of impacted foreign bodies, until the development of endoscopic sinus surgery. Both techniques have limitations and complications. Larger foreign bodies like in our cases require the former approach. In this case, we used the Caldwell-Luc approach as there was an open wound and the bullet was large and impacted on the lateral wall of maxillary sinus.

CONCLUSION

Maxillary sinus is a common site for foreign body lodgement because of its shape and volume. Removal of a foreign body safely from the paranasal sinus is often a challenging task to the otolaryngologists. Size of the bullet and location of impaction would dictate if it is required to be removed and also helps in deciding the approach to be taken for its removal.
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